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Outline
● e-Gov: state of the art
● Open Source e-Gov Environment
● Implementing JBoss security environment
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e-Gov state of the art - 1
● e-Services fundamental role in modern
economy
● Increasing interest in e-Gov services
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e-Gov state of the art - 3
● Problems
– budget limitations
– hybrid implementations rely on proprietary
middleware horizontal functionalities
● Solution
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Open Source e-Gov environment
● Open Source service components
● Open Source Application Servers
– JBoss
– JOnAS
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Open Source Application Server - Characteristics
● Provide an environment over which
applications are deployed
● Avoid proprietary lock-in at middleware
layer
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Open Source Application Server - Functionalities
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JBoss/JOnAS
● Open Source Application Servers
● Fully J2EE specifications compliant
● EJB/Web Container
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Application Server Security – JBoss
● Access Control Management
– JBossSX: component that handles security
(role-based)
– JAAS (Java Authentication and 
Authorization Service): standard modules
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Application Server Security – JOnAS
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Advanced Security
Implementation
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Single Sign-On (SSO)
● Provide centralized authentication to a single server
● Advantages of SSO solution
– Reduction of authentication time to secondary domains
– Security improvement
– Reduction of user profiles management costs and time 
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Central Authentication Service (CAS)
● SSO Open Source framework
● Developed by Yale University
● Run over any servlet engine
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Central Authentication Service (CAS) - Security
● Passwords used for authentication process only
through encrypted channels
● Transparent re-authentication
● Applications know User Identities through 
opaque cookies
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Advanced Security Implementation (CAS++)
● SSO based on certificates
– Improvement to CAS architecture (CAS++)
● Integration with Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI)
● Integration with strong authentication
mechanisms based on 
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● Software Engineering and Advanced
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Questions???
